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on an equation with respect to derivativeG(GP慧

in the case of the Dirac equation
H. Uematsu

Abstract

We derive an equation with respect to derivative慧which could be useful for the analysュs

of the relation between energy E and mass m of the Dirac equation･

1. Introduction

We derived an equation with respect to derivative若in the case of the Schr6dinger

equation ([2], [3], [4]), which was useful for the analysis of the relation between energy E
and reduced mass 〟.

We think that it is also interesting to derive a similar equation in the case of the Dirac
equation. Here we mean the Dirac equation by the followlng equation･
3

-αo中一i吉αj芸+vo-EO
where m is the mass of the particle, E is an elgenValue andせis the four-component wave

function.
The 4 × 4 matrices αk (0 ≦ k ≦ 3) are Hermitian symmetric and satisfy the commu-

tation relations.
αjαk + αkCtj - 26jkI･

We shall derive an equation with respect to derivative慧in this paper･

2. Results
First we consider the following operator H(m) in the Hilbert space (L2(R3))4･
Form>Oweput
3 ∂

H(m) =mαo~i,;1α句+V

where V is the multiplication operator by 〟(∬)J･

(=
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Lct us state a few assumptions.
(Al)て)(.7:) is a real locally square integrable function･

(A2) V is H(1)-bounded with H(1)-bound slnaller thaIl l･
Noting that αo is a bounded operator in (L2(R3))4, Wc see that H(m) is a selfadjoint

holomorphic family of type (A) for m > 0･

It follows that the eigenvalues E and the cigcnfullCtions of H(m) are holomorphic on
m∈(07∞)･

Here we have used the notions introduced by Kato([1]), so wegive these definitions･
Definition 1. Let T and A bc operatorswiththesame domain space such that D(T) c

D(A)and
llAuH ≦ aHuH+bHT′洲

u ∈D(T)

where a, b are nonnegative constants.

Then we say that A is T-bounded. The grcatcst lower bound of all possible constalltS
b is called the T-bound of A.

Definition 2. T(A) is called a selfadjoint holomorphic family of type (A) if tile foil
lowlng conditions arc satisfied.

(i) T(A) defined for A in a domain Do is selfadjoint･

(ii) D(T(A)) - D is independent of p･
(iii) T(A)u is holomorphic for A ∈ Do for cvcry u ∈ D･

Now we are ready to state the I-CSlllt.

Theorem. In addition to the assumptions (Al) and (A2), suppose that ′U(･7:) ∈

Cl(R3/to)) alld that there exist constants M > 0 and N > 0 such that
lg(･,r)I ≦ Mlて)(･7:)l + N

(2)

where
.1i

a(al) …∑xl

(3)

′=1

Then for any real lluIIlber α

芸-(甘, αo町塵(o(-,詔誓)一三(-)
where G is the multiplication operator by g(X)I.

(4)
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Proof･ SiIICeせis an cigcnfunction of H(m),
3

--i∑αj芸+Vせ-EO

(5)

J-1

whereせ- (せ1,せ2,せ3,せ4)･ 0 is normalized, i. C.

･0,0, -畠/R:うOk(I)-dx- 1･

(6)

To manifest m, dependence ofせand E, wc dcnoteせbyせ(I; mj) and E by E(m/).
Then wc put鼻(m) as follows.

申(/lI)-申tIll

''I/:III'

(7)

By definition岳(m/) satisfies the following equatioIIS.

k(m)6(,mJ) - E(m)魯(m)

(8)

where
3 ∂

jt(m) ≡ rmα0 -imo,∑α偏+ V(m),

(9)

JL-I

l●(/IIl≡l

(Ill

''!/L

Naturally we see by (6)

･抽- kf1./i:i Bk(･T,両dtT - -3a･

Now we start from the followlng identity which holds obviously.
For any h/ > 0, we see

三上(a(,mJ･h)6(-･h), 6(-,)) + (ji(-･h)6(-･h,), 6(-))

- (jt(m/)6(m+ h,), 6(,mJ)) + (ji(m)6(m+ h/), 6(m))] m-Eia - o･

Moving the first term and the last terIII Of the left side into the right, We obtain by (8)
E(m+h) -E(m)
(6(m + h), 6(m)) m-'3''J
a(m,+ hトk(m)

(6(m+h/), (訴(m)) m;3a - ik(m,hJ)

+ (6(m/ + h), A(m,h)6(m)) m:;3a

(6(-+h,), ,*j受諾)--:う∩′ (10)
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where

k(-,h) - ;((-･h)a--a),
A(-,h) -去(V(-･h)-V(-))･
since鼻(m) is strongly continuous, we deduce that

日日
hilm. (6(m･h), α06(m)) ml3a - (せ, αoO),

kil-.k(-,h,,fl (6(-･h,, aj･箸)--3a-請(o(-･h,, αj警)･ (12)
As for the third term in the right hand side of (10), it is essentially similar to the case
of the Schr6diger equation. Therefore we see
lLilm. (6(m+h), A(m,h)6(m))m-3a

一三(せつGO)･

(13)

In view of (ll), (12) and (13) we have obtained equation (4)･

Now we are going tO Show the followlng corollary concernlng mass dependence of energy･

Corollary. In addition to the assumptions of the theorem, suppose that g - -V, then
E - cm, where c is a constant.
Proof. It follows from (5) that

-i,91 (せ,αj芸)

-E-(申, Vせ)一m(せ,αoO)･

(14)

Substituting (14) into (4), one has

dE

二㍍

-(トa)(せ,凸og)･芸E一三(V, (V･G)0)･

(15)

Putting α - 1, One sees that

些-土E一三(0,(V+G)0)･
dm

m

(16)

It follows from (16) and the assumption that

dE
_=lE.
dm

Solving (17), Wc scc that E - cm･

m

(17)
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